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1. History 

Version Modifications Comments Date 

1.0 Initial this document none 2019/11/13 

1.1 Add test tool description Send_lora_rx 2019/12/2 

1.2 Modified syntax of linux 

command 

sand_lora_rx 2020/3/19 

1.3 Modified JSON format bug, 

Modified sqlite3 command 

5.1 NS to CS 

5.3 SQlite DB 

2020/5/7 

 

 

2. Purpose 

In this document, we will describe the system architecture about the LoRa servers in 

AMIT Gateway, includes the protocols between each server and the data format in 

packets. Also, we would describe the database columns in sqlite DB. 

 

In the example section, we will show you how to write a small daemon to catch the 

packet sent from our gateway, and how to query the sqlite DB for debugging or other 

purpose. 

3. Terms 

Term Description 

LoRa All copyright of this item is belonged to Semtech. It’s a 

low power, long distance, wireless method to transfer 

data. 

LoRaWAN A system architecture, used to receive/transfer LoRa 

data between node, gateway, and cloud applications. 

LoRa node Also known as LoRa mote. In this document, we called 

it node. Node is the end device that transfers/receive 

data via LoRa. 

LoRa gateway (LoRa GW) LoRa gateway has two sides, one for LoRa, one for 
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UDP. The function of LoRa gateway is a forwarder 

between LoRa and UDP. 

LoRa gateway receives LoRa packets from nodes, then 

transfers UDP packets to LoRa network server. This 

direction is called uplink. 

For downlink, LoRa gateway receives UDP packets 

from LoRa network server, and then transfers to LoRa 

nodes. 

LoRa network server 

(LoRa NS) 

The functions of LoRa network server are: 

1. To verify the data from LoRa gateway (LoRa node) 

with the LoRa network server key. 

2. To generate the network server key for LoRa node 

that joins via OTAA mode. 

3. To receive the encrypted downlink data from LoRa 

application server and transfer to LoRa gateway. 

4. If necessary, ask LoRa node to change different 

channel frequency to avoid packet collision. But in 

AMIT gateway, we did not implement this. 

LoRa application server 

(LoRa AS) 

The functions of LoRa application server are: 

1. To decrypt the data from LoRa gateway (LoRa 

node) with the LoRa application server key. 

2. To generate the application server key for LoRa 

node that joins via OTAA mode. 

3. To send decrypted data to LoRa CS (LoRa client 

server). 

4. To receive downlink data from LoRa CS and 

encrypted with LoRa application server key, and 

then send to LoRa NS. 

5. In AMIT gateway, our LoRa application server 

would record the decrypted data into our internal 

sqlite database, for debugging or other purpose. 

LoRa client server (LoRa 

CS) 

The LoRa client server is the one and the only one that 

knows how to explain the data from LoRa node. 

Mote EUI The unique ID of each LoRa node (LoRa mote). 

Gateway EUI The unique ID of each LoRa gateway. In AMIT gateway, 

we take device WAN MAC as the seed, then add four 

zeros in the end to construct the default Gateway EUI. 
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For example, if the WAN MAC of the AMIT gateway is 

005018010203, then the LoRa Gateway EUI will be 

0050180102030000. 

Application EUI The unique ID of each LoRa application. 

LoRa nodes may be used in different applications, like 

temperature, air pollution, voltage, pressure…etc. Each 

application would have different ID for the data to be 

recognized. 
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4. System Architecture 

4.1. LoRaWAN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Usually, the LoRa network server and application server are implemented together 

and called network server only. You can find this cloud service on internet. Of course, 

you have to pay for it. 
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4.2. AMIT Gateway 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AMIT put LoRa Gateway, LoRa Network Server, and LoRa Application Server in one 

gateway device. 

The benefit is to reduce the cost of cloud server rental if the application is in a small 

area. And you could implement a small, simple protocol to transfer data instead of 

using some other big programs. 

The disadvantage is we can not handle multi-path data if more than one gateway  

received same LoRa packet at one time. If it happened, the LoRa Client Server would 

get the same data repeatedly. 
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The LoRa Gateway we implemented came from Semtech open source in github, 

which is known as lora_pkt_fwd. 

The LoRa Network Server and LoRa Application Server is wrote by AMIT. 

Our AS would save decrypted LoRa node data into a local Sqlite DB, which is stored 

on SD card. And based on the UI setting of LoRa application, our AS would also send 

the decrypted data to a specified IP address. 

 

So, if you want to process LoRa data on gateway, you could write a program running 

on it and listen on 127.0.0.1. To do this, you could develop your application via our 

SDK. We have a small example code for building a CS daemon. 
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If your application do not have downlink packets, and you want to send data to an 

external LoRa Client Server, you could set the out IP as your server used, then the 

data would be sent to it directly, without any encrypted. This is the easiest way to 

collect LoRa data outside the gateway. 

All you have to do on the External Client Server is to build a daemon listen on the 

dest IP:port which you set in LoRa Application Server setting page. 
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Please be noted, the TCP-in of AS is set to 127.0.0.1:3333 and could not be modified. 

We did this because of security issue. 

So, if you want to have downlink packets, you have to implement your CS on gateway 

first. By this CS, you can send downlink packets through TCP-in of AS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And in this way, you can also communicate with the cloud services. But, you have to 

implement the cloud API by yourself, too. Just like the picture shown in next page. 
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4.3. AMIT Gateway to Cloud 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Usually, the cloud service provider would support SDK for customers to implement 

applications communicate with cloud service. You may have to port it into our SDK, 

and also put related certification files for making connection. 
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4.4. AMIT GUI for Application 

How to set up the TCP-out info on GUI? 

Open your browser to access the AMIT gateway GUI. 

Find the LoRa Application Server settings as following picture. 

 

 

When you click the “Add” Button, you will see the input dialog. 

 

The Application EUI should be same as the one you input in LoRa node lists which 

located in LoRa Network Server page. 

You could setup TCP-out IP:port info in CS FQDN:CS Port. 
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4.5. Internal SQLite Database 

You could see a SQLite DB in our system architecture. 

We use it as a debug tool. 

You can access our sqlitehttpd which located at http://LAN-IP:9999 

Use your browser to open this URL, and you will see page like this, if your setup is 

correct: 

 

The database collects LoRa node data, and if the file size of the database is too large, 

the system would automatically remove the old records. You can check this page to 

see if the environment is okay before you start programming your CS, it would show 

you the latest 100 records, ordered by received time. 

 

Of course, if you do not want to write a TCP/IP program to catch the data from AS, 

you could also access this database directly to get LoRa node data. 

 

We have sqlite3 command line tool to send SQL query on device, and also have 

sqlite3 library to support writing a program that could access database directly. Or 

you can modify the sqlitehttpd program, it is an open source and we put it in our SDK, 

too. 

  

http://lan-ip:9999/
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5. Protocols between Servers 

5.1. NS to CS 

The Json format is as following sample:  

  { 

      "jsondata": 

      [ 

          { 

              "app": 

              { 

                  "moteeui":"0102030405060708", 

                  "dir":"up", 

                  "userdata": 

                  { 

                      "seqno":88, 

                      "port":3, 

                      "payload":"AwMSARkJ" 

                  }, 

                  "motetx": 

                  { 

                      "freq":902.500000, 

                      "modu":"LORA", 

                      "datr":"SF10BW125", 

                      "codr":"4/5", 

                      "adr":false 

                  }, 

                  "gwrx": 

                  [ 

                      { 

                          "eui":"0050180102031111", 

                          "time":"20191031102430", 

                          "timefromgateway":false, 

                          "chan":1, 

                          "rfch":0, 
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                          "rssi":-100, 

                          "lsnr":2.000000 

                      } 

                  ] 

              } 

          } 

      ] 

  } 

 

Please be noted: 

 The “payload” of “userdata” is encoded by base64. 

 The “time” of “gwrx” is formatted as YYYYMMDDHHMMSS, which is human 

readable. 

 

5.2. CS to NS 

The Json format is as following: 

{ 

"app": 

{ 

         "moteeui":"0102030405060708", 

         "token":12345, 

         "userdata": 

         { 

             "dir":"dn", 

             "port":3, 

             "payload":"AwMSARkJ" 

         } 

    } 

 } 

 

Please be noted: 

 The “payload” of “userdata” must encoded by base64. 

 The “token” is used for identifying the downlink packet, but we did not 

implement the confirmed method of downlink yet. 

 You can use our built-in test tool “send_lora_rx” to send downlink packet. 
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5.3. SQLite DB 

Currently, there are two tables in default SQLite database: lora_join2 and lora_node. 

 

The table lora_join2 records the join info of each OTAA node. 

Column name Data type Comment 

id Integer Primary key, not NULL and automatic 

increment. 

join_time Text YYYYMMDDHHMMSS 

mote_eui Text The node EUI 

app_eui Text The application EUI 

dev_addr Text The uniq device address assigned to node in 

hex. 

net_id Text The NET id in hex. 

nwkSkey Text The Network Server key used between node 

and network server. 

appSkey Text The Application Server key used between 

node and application server. 

 

The table lora_node records the decrypted data from LoRa node uplink packet. 

Column name Data type Comment 

id Integer Primary key, not NULL and automatic 

increment. 

rx_time Text YYYYMMDDHHMMSS, human readable 

mote_eui Text The node EUI 

dir Text The packet direction, “up” or “dn” 

seq Integer The packet sequence number 

port Integer The port number of packet 

payload Text The data encoded with base64 

freq Real The channel frequency that used to transfer 

this packet. 

modu Text The modulation method used to transfer 

this packet. 

datr Text The data rate used to transfer this packet. 

Codr Text  
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adr Text Enabled or disabled ADR function. 

gw_eui Text Gateway EUI 

time Text The time string that gateway received this 

packet, in YYYYMMDDHHMMSS format. 

time_gw Text Always flase 

chan Integer The channel number on gateway used to 

receive this packet. 

rfch Integer The radio number on gateway used to 

receive this packet. 

rssi Integer The RSSI that gateway received this packet. 

lsnr Real The LSNR that gateway received this packet. 

 

To access SQLite database directly at gateway command line, you could type “sqlite3  

/var/usb/C/lora_db” after you telnet/SSH into the gateway. 

 

To get help menu in sqlite3 command line, type “.help”. 

To exit the sqlite3 command line, type “.exit”. 

 

To show the last 300 records in lora_node table, try this: “select * from lora_node 

order by id desc limit 300;”, and this is the default query string in the open source 

sqlitehttpd. You could reference this open source to learn how to access sqlite 

database via its library in C language. 

Remember the “;” in the end of the query string or the sqlite command line would 

not execute. 

 

 

6. Tools 

6.1. Send_lora_rx 

 The tool is built-in. 

 The syntax of this tool is “send_lora_rx node_eui lora_port payload_in_hex 

TCP-in_port” 

 Example1 
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To make IOT400 DO high: 

 

send_lora_rx 0050181122334455 3 84700101 3333 

 

This command would send hex data 0x84700101 to 127.0.0.1:3333, and 

specified the destination node EUI 0050181122334455. 

 

 Example2 

To make IOT400 DO low: 

 

send_lora_rx 0050181122334455 3 84700100 3333 

 

This command would send hex data 0x84700101 to 127.0.0.1:3333, and 

specified the destination node EUI 0050181122334455. 

 

7. References 

 “LoRa inter-server interface definition.pdf” 


